
Resolution Economic and Social Council/2.1

Economic and Social Council Committee

Co-sponsors: Republic of Bangladesh, Republic of Botswana, Republic of Colombia, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Kingdom of Denmark, Gabonese Republic, Republic of Latvia, Montenegro, New
Zealand, Republic of Nicaragua, Republic of Panama, Russian Federation, Kingdom of Thailand

Topic: Culture of Peace

Noting with deep concern that extra storms caused by climate change can affect the
development and culture of peace of smaller countries,

Bearing in mind that smaller countries with less food supplies have more people resorting to
violence to meet their fundamental needs,

Alarmed by the fact that individuals are spreading misinformation,

Fully aware that governments are spreading false information,

Deeply concerned at how many people take in misinformation,

Alarmed by the large amount of nuclear weapons in the world,

Fully aware of all kinds of discrimination,
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Spreading Information Around The World and Filtering Out Misinformation

1. Encourages governments to stop spreading misinformation;
2. Encourages governments to make laws about stopping the spread of misinformation;
3. Suggests that internet and news platforms consider looking for misinformation;
4. Calls upon individuals to look up if information is true;
5. Considers banning suspicious sites that provide misinformation;
6. Encourages governments to consider noticing that misinformation leads to violence;
7. Advises individuals to trust actual news outlets;

Sustainable Development

8. Recommends that countries create laws regarding pollution;
9. Encourages promoting ecological ways of helping peace;
10. Recommends farming grains, fruits, and other sustainable products that can grow in

multiple seasons so that food is always available;

Non-Violence and Disarmament

11. Calls upon citizens to peacefully protest  for their rights;
12. Also recommends laws against firearms;
13. Encourages people to solve problems through peaceful negotiation;
14. Suggests countries use their weapons minimalistically but in the case of self defense,

countries should be allowed to defend themselves;

Equality for Everybody

15. Suggests governments support free choice in identity;
16. Reminds citizens that all genders are equal;
17. Support all rights for all races peacefully.
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